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what s new at the fortran company the fortran company - what s new at the fortran company 2015 dec 30 some
standards for good fortran coding style are suggested 2015 sep 14 a training class covering fortran 2003 and fortran 2008 is
now available 2015 may 30 fortran tools 5 3 is now available at the fortran store of course it includes the latest versions of
the fortran compiler and graphical development environment as well as the, compiler and tools tricks fortran - numerical
topics exchange fortran unformatted data between heterogeneous machines with sgi and cray compilers assign with
compaq compilers and intel compilers 8 0 and later f90 ifort convert xxx with sun compilers man convert external stuart
norris fortran unformatted file utilities may help the traditional format implemented by unix compiler adds to each record a
suffix and a, michel olagnon s fortran 90 list - 2 0 available in fortran 90 95 compilers free compilers are g95 and gfortran
packaged gfortran can be obtained from fran ois xavier coudert if you agree with the conditions of their licence and run linux
on an intel machine a free for non commercial use fortran 95 compiler is available from intel the free f90 and hpf compiler for
linux from pacific sierra is no longer available, smtp pop3 email engine marshallsoft - 4 1 introduction the smtp pop3 imap
email engine library see is a developer toolkit that provides a simple interface to quickly develop smtp pop3 imap mail
applications and can be used with any program capable of calling the windows api, digital equipment corporation dec
where did they - digital paper tape circa 1970s in addition to its extensive lines of minicomputers it also became involved
with software as well as the internet in the very very early days of the internet, getting started with simply fortran page 1
user - getting started with simply fortran page 1 user support approximatrix forums for discussions of all approximatrix
products and related software, fftw installation on windows - windows installation notes this document contains various
information regarding installation of fftw on dos windows it was sent in by users and has not been personally verified by us,
mcnp6 1 mcnp5 mcnpx oak ridge national laboratory - rsicc code package ccc 810 mcnp and monte carlo n particle are
registered trademarks owned by los alamos national security llc manager and operator of los alamos national laboratory any
third party use of such registered marks should be properly attributed to los alamos national security llc including the use of
the designation as appropriate, linux tutorial software development on linux yolinux com - software development and
applications programmin on linux yolinux linux information portal includes informative tutorials and links to many linux sites
the yolinux portal covers topics from desktop to servers and from developers to users, list of programming languages by
type wikipedia - this is a list of notable programming languages grouped by type since there is no overarching classification
scheme for programming languages in many cases a language will be listed under multiple headings, description ifort
colorado school of mines - ifort options file1 file2 options are zero or more compiler options filen is a fortran source file
assembly file object file object library or other linkable file, r data import export - some other systems require a possibly
empty entry for the row names which is what write table will provide if argument col names na is specified excel is one such
system separator a common field separator to use in the file is a comma as that is unlikely to appear in any of the fields in
english speaking countries, nco 4 7 9 alpha01 user guide - summary this manual describes nco which stands for netcdf
operators nco is a suite of programs known as operators each operator is a standalone command line program executed at
the shell level like e g ls or mkdir the operators take netcdf files including hdf5 files constructed using the netcdf api as input
perform an operation e g averaging or hyperslabbing and produce a netcdf, microsoft basic version information emsps
com - this from steve rush the very first microsoft basic was the altair basic interpreter it ran in 4 kilobytes that s not a typo
kilibytes on the altair 8800 which was based on the intel 8080a processor, file extension blog naver com - a unix library
unix a01 arj multi volume compressed archive can be 01 to 99 a01 a10 ozwin compuserve e mail forum access sysop file
a06 lotto pro 2002 smart number ticket, historia de microsoft maestros del web - la compa a fue fundada en 1975 por
william h gates iii y paul allen ambos se hab an conocido durante su poca de estudiantes por su afici n com n a programar
con la computadora pdp 10 de digital equipment corporation en ese a o la revista popular electronics dedic su portada y un
art culo al altair 8800 la primera, le live marseille aller dans les plus grandes soir es - retrouvez toutes les discoth que
marseille et se retrouver dans les plus grandes soir es en discoth que marseille, estou louca para dar vem logo - guia do
prazer tudo o que voc precisa saber sobre sexo est aqui torne se um expert aprenda com a experi ncia de outras pessoas
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